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Sales Bulletin  
 

To :  All BSP Agents From : Sales & Distribution 

                                                                                                       HKG & PRD 

Date :  07 January 2019 Ref : JW / SB - 01 / 003

 
Singapore - Airport Development Levy - L7 - 

 

Singapore - Airport Development Levy - L7 is revised as follows :- 

 Changi ( SIN ) :  

International Departures :   SGD 10.80  

Transfers / Transits within 24 hours and to a different country from when the passenger 

originally arrived from :  SGD 3.00  

 Note:  no change in the amount.   

 Clarification on the definition of terms : 

Origin - Destination ( OD ) Passenger - refers to a passenger who begins his trip from Changi   

                                                                   Airport to another destination 

 Transfer Passenger - means a passenger entitled under a single air passenger ticket to depart   

                                      from Singapore : 

a. within 24 hours after the passenger’s scheduled time of arrival by air in Singapore ;  

b. on an aircraft with a flight number that is different from the flight number of the aircraft            

in which the passenger arrives in Singapore ( called the arriving aircraft ) ; and  

c. for an immediate destination which is in a country that is not the country in which the 

passenger embarked on the arriving aircraft.  
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Transit Passenger - means a passenger entitled under a single air passenger ticket to depart  

                                    from Singapore : 

a. within 24 hours after the passenger’s scheduled time of arrival by air in Singapore ; and  

b. on an aircraft with the same flight number as the aircraft in which the passenger arrives 

in Singapore (called the arriving aircraft) ; and for an immediate destination which is in a 

country that is not the country in which the passenger embarked on the arriving aircraft.  

 Exemptions for L7 

 Airline crew on duty ;  

 Passengers on military aircraft, foreign diplomatic aircraft engaged on diplomatic or consular 

missions to Singapore ;  

 Diplomat, Head of State and representative of international organization (upon request by 

Singapore’s Ministry of Home Affairs)  

 Passengers on aircraft used for Government ceremonial purposes ;  

 Singapore Armed Forces personnel travelling on civilian aircraft for military purposes  

 Infants under 2 with and without a seat ;  

 Involuntary rerouting due to technical difficulties, weather conditions or other valid reasons ;  

 Transit through Flight or Change of Gauge, ticketed as one flight;  (removed)  

 An employee or volunteer of an association, authority, body or institution (whether incorporated 

or unincorporated) lawfully established for charitable objects travelling to any place outside 

Singapore to support emergency or humanitarian efforts ;  

 Charitable flights that do not leave Singapore  

  

All other conditions remain unchanged. 

System is updated. 


